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Why Burp Suite

I https://portswigger.net/

I gold standard for web pentesting
I closed source (but extensible, see later)
I community edition is free
I pro is reasonably priced
I all-in-one: proxy, scanner, repeater . . .

https://portswigger.net/


Alternatives to Burp

I OWASP ZAP (https://www.owasp.org/index.php/ZAP)
I mitmproxy (https://mitmproxy.org/)
I free in both senses
I also extensible (see later)
I nice ideas
I less polish

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/ZAP
https://mitmproxy.org/


Extensibility

Burp Extender mitmproxy Piper
Programming language(s) JVM: Java, Kotlin, Jython, JRuby . . . Python 3 ∀

Development cycle slow fast fast

Composability low low high

This matters, since pentesting is all about improvization and one-o� solutions.



Language of choice

I Jython: worst of both worlds
I JRuby: same as Jython
I Java: I still don’t like it
I Kotlin: better syntax at least
I https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/comparison-to-java.html

https://kotlinlang.org/docs/reference/comparison-to-java.html
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Why not Burp Comparer

I Comparer has both text (“words”) and binary (“bytes”) di� support
I go find the di�ering parts yourself
I Sync views checkbox helps, but not much: no word-wrap, 2D scrollbar
I no option for c14n (see later)



Better text diff: git diff

I can be used outside Git repositories
I can do everything GNU di� does
I --color=always

I -w, --ignore-all-space
I --color-words



Better bin diff: vbindiff

I https://www.cjmweb.net/vbindiff/

I apt install vbindiff

I behave as expected
I jumps to the next di�erence
I behaves as a hex viewer upon loading a single file

https://www.cjmweb.net/vbindiff/


Better bin diff: radiff2

I https://r2wiki.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tools/radiff2/

I apt install radare2

I nice ANSI colors
I it can do everything

https://r2wiki.readthedocs.io/en/latest/tools/radiff2/


Better bin diff: flowdiff

I https://github.com/dnet/flowtools/blob/master/bindiff.py

I my own little di� (although originally made for a di�erent purpose)
I useful for di�ing more n > 2 files
I nice ANSI colors

https://github.com/dnet/flowtools/blob/master/bindiff.py


A series of pipes

I pipes in Unix are great for combining small blocks
I what if we used c14n transformations before di�ing?
I it has its own challenges

I What combinations should be o�ered?
I What’s the ideal GUI for presenting this?
I Where’s the optimum between automation andmanual config?



Comparison: Burp text diff



Comparison: Python + git diff



Comparison: Burp binary diff



Comparison: OpenSSL + git diff



Implementation

Request(s) / Response(s) n ∈ limits filter (optional) ./command --param ... window (optional)

I number of inputs can be limited min/max (both can be omitted)
I viewer: n = 1
I di�: n = 2 or even n ≥ 2

I filter: if present and doesn’t match, hide command
I window can be

I no window for commands with their own GUI
I simple text window
I limited terminal emulator that can handle ANSI color sequences
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Why not Burp Proxy et al

I Built-in raw, params (URL encoded), headers, hex, HTML, XML, AMF, .NET
I What about

I JSON (weird relationship)
I ASN.1 / DER
I Protocol Bu�ers

I there are purpose-build message editors for some, while not for others



ASN.1 / DER

I used in more andmore APIs
I certificates, public and private keys, CSRs, CRLs
I easy to spot based on the first two octets being {0x30, 0x82} or {0x30, 0x80}

I OpenSSL FTW: man asn1parse

I dumpasn1 is also nice (Debian/Ubuntu package has the same name)



Example: DumpASN1 in Piper



Implementation

Request / Response filter (optional) ./command --param ... window (text or ANSI)

I single input
I read only for now
I filter: if present and doesn’t match, hide message editor
I window can be either

I simple text window or
I limited terminal emulator that can handle ANSI color sequences
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Why not Scanner (in itself)

I OAuth 1: signature in HTTP header based on all parameters and a nonce
I WS-Security: XML signature based on body, which can include a nonce
I End-to-end encryption is getting deployed in more andmore places
I Nice idea: Brida

I Source code: https://github.com/federicodotta/Brida
I https://techblog.mediaservice.net/2018/04/brida-a-step-by-step-user-guide/

https://github.com/federicodotta/Brida
https://techblog.mediaservice.net/2018/04/brida-a-step-by-step-user-guide/


E2E a’la Piper

I modify client to use our public key
I nowwe can decrypt with a custommessage viewer
I (re)encrypt with server public key

I proxy: decrypt with our own, encrypt with server’s
I scanner et al: just encrypt with server key

I Burp o�ers HTTP listeners for this purpose



Implementation

Request / Response filter (optional) tool ∈ tools ./command --param ... network / Burp

I single input (can be request or response but not both)
I filter: if present and doesn’t match, ignore item
I tool: can be narrowed to e.g. {scanner, intruder}
I requests go towards the network with modifications applied
I responses go towards Burp with modifications applied



What about Macros

I similar to HTTP listener for requests
I di�erence: modifications are “backported” to request in repeater
I di�erence: can be integrated into Burp’s session handling rules
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Prior art: commentator

https://github.com/silentsignal/burp-commentator

https://github.com/silentsignal/burp-commentator


Why not regex

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1732348/regex-match-open-tags-except-xhtml-self-contained-tags/

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1732348/regex-match-open-tags-except-xhtml-self-contained-tags/


Implementation

Request / Response filter (optional) ./command --param ... comment field

I single input
I filter: if present and doesn’t match, ignore item
I overwriting previous comments can be disabled
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Protocol Buffers

I developed by Google, released under BSD license
I generates nice code from IDL: immutable objects with builders
I compact and reasonably fast (de)serialization
I backward and forward compatible
I binary format is used to store config locally

I void saveExtensionSetting(String name, String value);
I String loadExtensionSetting(String name);
I Configuration ProtoBuf binary wire format gzip Base85
I $HOME .java .userPrefs burp extensions <garbage> prefs.xml



YAML Ain’t Markup Language

I “human friendly data serialization standard” (https://yaml.org/)
I for sharing config snippets
I import/export skips certain attributes present in ProtoBuf

I enabled/disabled
I local config flags, such as developer mode

prefix: [python, -m, json.tool]
inputMethod: stdin
name: Python JSON formatter
filter:

orElse:
- {prefix: '{', postfix: '}'}
- {prefix: '[', postfix: ']'}

https://yaml.org/


Filters

I simple static prefix/postfix
I regular expression
I header match

I for HTTP requests only
I header name (case insensitive) + regex for value

I commandmatch
I exit codematch
I recursion: filter on stdout and/or stderr

I recursion: 0 . . .∞ filters
I ∨ (“or”) – at least one must match
I ∧ (“and”) – all must match

I negation for all of the above



Outro

I source code and binaries under GPL: https://github.com/silentsignal/burp-piper
I config GUI is kind of complete
I core functionality WORKSFORME
I pull requests welcome

https://github.com/silentsignal/burp-piper


THANKS!

ANDRÁS VERES-SZENTKIRÁLYI

vsza@silentsignal.hu

facebook.com/silentsignal.hu

@SilentSignalHU

@dn3t

mailto:vsza@silentsignal.hu
https://facebook.com/silentsignal.hu
https://twitter.com/SilentSignalHU
https://twitter.com/dn3t
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